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I’ve spent lots of hours lately “revisiting”
many of my photographs both from travels
and from home. One of the purposes was to
try to “clean up” my thousands and
thousands of pics (some of which for one
reason or another are duplicates). The other,
of course, was to ll time while “trapped” at
home. I’ve discovered a couple of things
which would probably be obvious to many,
but which I’d not realized until now (I’m a
slow learner).
One of my goals while going through years
and years of images was to nd some that I
might upload to my much loved Meural
(see here if you didn’t read about this
wonderful gift). That turned out to be an
important element in my decision making
process and subsequent discovery. I’ve
tended to select images for my walls that
others might like. I was using that same
measure for my Meural frame but then
realized the error of my ways. I eventually
came to the conclusion that my frame should
showcase images that mean something to
me and my travel partner rather than anyone
else. That didn’t mean I didn’t try to pick
ones that I thought were quite nice, but I did
quit worrying about what response others
would have to my selection. That opened up
a whole new world of possibilities. Now I
look for those photographs that cause us to
stop and smile as a new photograph
appears on the screen frequently saying “oh
yes, that amazing museum collection” or to
say to visitors “that was an extraordinary
moment.” I’m not trying to project art but
instead memories.
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The other “discovery” which was even more
obvious is that people are far more important
than famous sights. The Trevi fountain (even
when it is without water because they were
cleaning it) means almost nothing. What
attracts my eye is the one with our traveling
partners whether they are long time friends
or those we’ve just made. I know that the
“sel e” craze is “crazy making,” but there’s a

Alta Norway in Winter is cold and haunting reminding me of the
desolation I felt during the trip.

Courtroom 600 Nuremberg: one of those travel pics that sends
me back to the impact of the experience. And the "photobomb"
guide makes it all the more real.

Borghese Museum Collection: Old and New. Every time I see this
image, I remember the sense of awe that came from seeing
ancient art up against modern gowns that were even more
engaging.

reason it’s so popular. Our memories
aren’t made from places but people. And
even if it’s a shot of one’s “backside”
rather than a carefully posed shot, it’s
better than even the most gorgeous
cathedral. I have to admit that I often wait
(sometimes not too patiently) for
strangers to move out of the way to
prevent "photobombing" my perfect shot.
In hindsight I now realize that sometimes
these very strangers add value to my
memory photo.
Looking at countless photos, though, I’ve
come to a conclusion. Posed pics are ne Amazon Girls. I love that even on a small isolated island, girls are much
the same all over. And the boy barely visible on the left adds to that
but candids are better. They just seem
feeling. And, yes, i think that's a phone she has.
more alive. Windblown hair, funny
expressions, intense scrutiny all project
one back to the moment with more impact. I’m not suggesting that a sel e here and there or a
“here let me take your photo” moment aren’t great. They are, but in the future I’ll look for more
of the people moments. If nothing else, they are more fun.
So meanwhile, I’m going year by year searching for memories to upload to my Meural. Wish
me luck.
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Park of the Monsters in Italy. While the image makes me smile, knowing
that our very tall traveling friend is "just" visible inside makes it better.
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Astonished Becky. This dinner pic is a good example of
an image that makes me smile as my friend looks aghast
at the HUGE slice of beef. When I asked for permission
to post this, she laughed and said, "I remember vividly
my reaction to that enormous hunk of prime rib.”

